Ultra’s self draining back membrane eliminates the need for flashing, drip caps & end dams.

**Ultra faceplate** provides a leak proof, weather resistant, self draining barrier that eliminates leaks, drafts or the need for spray insulation.

**Maintenance free** white UV PVC faceplate provides a durable decorative plate that will not rust, rot, mildew, swell or peel, providing years of long lasting durability and beauty.

**Spacer buttons** provide space between walls and skin releasing any trapped moisture that may collect in wall cavity.

Concealed mounting brackets eliminate screws through the front face providing a professional look.

Continuous membrane and thick faceplate eliminates the need for drip flanges and end dams.

Flexible and easy to use.

Surface is paintable.

**Easy decorative solution for all your building penetrations**

- **Hose bibs, sumps, gas lines, vacuum lines**
- **Singles or doubles, different orientations and sizes**
- **Electrical**
- **HVAC Systems**
- **Blanks for any size for any requirement**

For more information on the Mainline Ultra Faceplate or the Greenskin Seals product, go to:

www.backwatervalve.com or www.greenskinseals.com or Toll free: 1-877-734-8691